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PJ PRODUCTION.
About PJ Production // PJ Production were estab-

Mission // PJ Production is designing, developing,

lished in year 1997, and have since the beginning

manufacturing, and selling office accessories for

designed, developed, and produced office acces-

modern workplaces with a focus on the end-users’

sories for the modern working environment. We are

needs.

an international company with big ambitions ready

Vision // PJ Production will be our customers’ pre-

to optimise our customers’ business, regardless of

ferred partner when it comes to office accessories

the size of the tasks. We truly believe that great ser-

within our range. This through flexible and custom-

vice, consultancy, and reliable delivery are the key

ised solutions that create value for our customers’

towards success.

value chain.

We determinedly take our collaborators’ demands

Values // PJ Production is working with four core

very seriously via reciprocal respect, ongoing dia-

values, which are to be committed, accommodated,

logue, and quality-oriented solutions. And this ex-

reliable, and solution-oriented. These are the values

act combination support our livelihood on a market

affecting all work-flow processes at PJ Production,

with quality-consciously collaborators.

regardless of the of the size of the tasks.
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// Contact

OFFICE ACCESSORY //
BAMBOO PEN TRAY .

BAMBOO PEN TRAY.

4091-C / 4091-S
BAMBOO PEN TRAY IN X-SMALL
Bamboo pen tray in x-small. Available in natural top coat and black stain
39 x 282 x 243 mm.

4090-C / 4090-S
BAMBOO PEN TRAY IN LARGE WITHOUT AN INSERT
Bamboo pen tray in large without an insert. Available in natural top coat and black stain
39 x 785 x 243 mm.

BAMBOO PEN TRAY // Representing sustainability

Sustainable design // The philosophy of this bam-

terials used in our existing portfolio due to its green

boo pen tray was to create a sustainable design with

growth, sustainable harvesting, and wood like

the essential characteristics of the beauty of nature

properties. The design has taken cables into consid-

and the authenticity hereof. With the nature as in-

eration, which discretely can be hidden trough the

spiration and an environmental awareness, bamboo

two holes in the back of the drawer. Furthermore,

4090-CI // 4090-SI
BAMBOO PEN TRAY IN LARGE WITH AN INSERT

became an attractive choice, since the material is the

the design of the drawer has one regular room, but

most environmentally-friendly resource to sustain-

can easily be upgraded with our insert in matching

Bamboo pen tray in large with an insert. Available in natural top coat and black stain
Pen tray: 39 x 785 x 243 mm.
Insert: 27 x 185 x 226 mm.

ability and durability. Bamboo is widely perceived

colour, absolutely brilliant for storage pens, pencils,

as an attractive alternative compared to other ma-

personal belongings, among other things.
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// Bamboo pen tray

OFFICE ACCESSORY //
LAPTOP TRAY 2014.

LAPTOP TRAY 2014 .

4070-9005/9006/9016-L
LAPTOP TRAY 2014 WITH LOCK
Laptop tray 2014 with lock in black, aluminium, or white, respectively.
731 x 356 x 38/73 mm.

4070-9005-TR
INSERT TO LAPTOP TRAY 2014
Insert to laptop tray 2014 in black
140 x 339 x 29/64 mm.

LAPTOP TRAY 2014 // Space for your personal belongings

Efficient storage // With our Laptop Tray 2014, you

use all corners of the drawer. Additionally, the draw-

can storage all your personal belongings efficiently

er can be personalised based on your specifically

at your fingertips.

needs due to the accessory assortment.

The drawer has, besides functionality and efficien-

The Laptop Tray 2014 is already known in the assort-

cy, a diversified design preferable for all offices. The

ment of PJ Production. However, a bamboo front

8075-Bamboo
BAMBOO FRONT

drawer support an elegant expression with the front

can now be fixed to the front of the drawer in order

on 38 mm., which similarly provide good leg room.

to create a more sophisticated design. Bamboo is

Bamboo front - mainly project-oriented
689 x 32 x 18 mm.

Furthermore, the drawer is delivered with 110%

not only elegant, but is likewise preferable due to

extraction, which gives you a great opportunity to

the green growing and sustainable production.
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// Laptop tray 2014

OFFICE ACCESSORY //
LAPTOP TRAY ATHENE .

LAPTOP TRAY ATHENE .

4071-0000-9005/9006/9016
LAPTOP TRAY ATHENE WITH LOCK
Laptop tray Athene with lock in black, aluminium, or white, respectively
721 x 316 x 37/71 mm.

4071-0004-9005
INSERT TO LAPTOP TRAY ATHENE
Insert to laptop tray Athene in black
135 x 300 x 24/55 mm.

LAPTOP TRAY ATHENE // A perfect match for all desktops

Modernising, organising, and optimising // The

narrowed to approximately 31 cm. The length and

working stations are getting smaller concurrent-

height are, however, maintained the same meas-

ly with an increased demand for storage removed

urements to ensure a maximum storage capacity to

from the surface of the desktops.

drawer blocks, pencils, pens, personal belongings,

While this development seems to continue, PJ Pro-

among other things.

8075-Bamboo
BAMBOO FRONT

duction have designed a new laptop drawer in re-

As a new initiative, the drawer can be upgraded

lation to a well-known drawer of ours, - Laptop Tray

with a bamboo front to support an exclusive finish.

Bamboo front - mainly project-oriented
689 x 32 x 18 mm.

2014. This new drawer is recommendable for the

Yet it is noteworthy that this bamboo front is mainly

majority of all desktops, since the depth has been

project-oriented - do not hesitate to contact us.
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// Laptop tray Athene

FUTURE FLEX .

OFFICE ACCESSORY //
FUTURE FLEX .

4510-9005-G
FUTURE FLEX

4510-9005-K
FUTURE FLEX

4511-9005-G
FUTURE FLEX

4511-9005-K
FUTURE FLEX

1 x monitor bracket + 1 x extension
arm w/through-desk mount
Extension: 335 mm.

1 x monitor bracket + 1 x extension arm w/desk clamp
Extension: 335 mm.

2 x monitor brackets + 2 x extension arms w/through-desk mount
Extensions: 2 x 335 mm.

2 x monitor brackets + 2 x extension arms w/desk clamp
Extensions: 2 x 335 mm.

FUTURE FLEX // Representing flexibility

4512-9005-G
FUTURE FLEX

4512-9005-K
FUTURE FLEX

4510-0001-9005
EXTENSION ARM

4510-0002-9005
EXTENSION ARM

3 x monitor brackets + 3 x extension arms w/through-desk mount
Extensions: 2 x 597 + 1 x 37 mm.

3 x monitor brackets + 3 x extensions arm w/desk clamp
Extensions: 2 x 597 + 1 x 37 mm.

1 x monitor bracket +
1 x extension arm
Extensions: 1 x 335 mm.

1 x monitor bracket +
1 x extension arm
Extension: 1 x 597 mm.
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3-in-1 solution // Tailoring your workplace to be er-

towards the specific demands and needs due to

gonomically friendly is essential on the workplace in

the 3-in-1 system. This system creates flexibility and

order to avoid work-related injuries.

maximum utilization of the space, since the monitor

These exact issues are obviated by our new monitor

pole is available in two versions: a centred through-

pole, Future Flex, which support comfortability and

desk mount or a centred desk clamp, depending

availability. Future Flex has full rotation, optimal rock

on the preferences. Future Flex embrace the clean

opportunities, and height adjustment, which create

desk policy, since the monitor pole has incorporated

a more productive and comfortable work space.

storage to reduce visible cables behind the screens

Additionally, Future Flex can be accommodated

and/or along the back of the desk.
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// Future Flex

OFFICE ACCESSORY //
MONITOR POLE .

MONITOR POLE .

Desk clamp

Through desk mount

4130-K
MONITOR POLE WITHOUT EXTENSION ARMS

4130-G
MONITOR POLE WITHOUT EXTENSION ARMS

1 x monitor pole in alu./black with desk clamp.
No extension arms included!
Monitor pole: 300 mm.

1 x monitor pole in alu./black with through desk
mount. No extension arms included!
Monitor pole: 300 mm.

4120-K
MONITOR POLE WITH ONE EXTENSION ARM

4120-G
MONITOR POLE WITH ONE EXTENSION ARM

1 x monitor pole in alu./black with desk clamp +
1 x extension arm on 33.5 cm.
Monitor pole: 300 mm.
Extension arm: 335 mm.

1 x monitor pole in alu./black with through desk
mount + 1 x extension arm on 33.5 cm.
Monitor pole: 300 mm.
Extension arm: 335 mm.
MONITOR POLE // Only the imagination sets the limit

4140-K
MONITOR POLE WITH TWO EXTENSION ARMS

4140-G
MONITOR POLE WITH TWO EXTENSION ARMS

1 x monitor pole in alu./black with desk clamp +
2 x extension arms on 33.5 cm.
Monitor pole: 300 mm.
Extension arms: 2 x 335 mm.

1 x monitor pole with alu./black with through
desk mount + 2 x extension arms on 33.5 cm.
Monitor pole: 300 mm.
Extension arms: 2 x 335 mm.

The monitor pole is available in the heigh of 30 cm and the extensions arms in 33.5 cm. However, these can easily
be designed, produced, and combined equal to your specific demands and needs.
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Get what you wish for // This monitor pole is an ex-

monitor pole in other colours or measurements than

cellent solution to create more storage on the desk.

the original design. Currently, the monitor pole is

The extension arms can be fixed to both sides of the

available in the heigh of 30 cm., but this pole can

monitor pole, which is recommendable to the small-

easily be combined with monitor profiles to create

er working stations, since no space is wasted.

a monitor rack to a self-chosen amount of comput-

The cables and wires can easily be hidden through

er screens. However, you are more than welcome

the 30 cm. standard high aluminium pole to support

to contact us in relation to a custom-made solution,

the importance of clean desk in the working envi-

because at PJ Production anything is possible, - and

ronment. PJ Production is capable of producing the

it is only the client that determine the final design.
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OFFICE ACCESSORY //
GAIA CABLE TRAYS .

GAIA CABLE TRAYS .

3070-0000-9005/9006/9016
1 x GAIA MODULE CABLE TRAY

3070-0103-9005/9006/9016
GAIA 115 CM. FIXED LENGTH CABLE TRAY

1 x 47 cm. cable tray + 2 x mounting devices in
black, aluminium, or white.
470 x 90 x 150 mm.

1 x 115 cm. fixed length cable tray + 2 x mounting devices in black, aluminium, or white
1150 x 90 x 150 mm.

3070-0100-9005/9006/9016
2 x GAIA MODULE CABLE TRAYS
2 x 47 cm. module cable trays + 2 x mounting devices + 1 x connector in black, aluminium, or white
940 x 90 x 150 mm.

3070-0200-9005/9006/9016
3 x GAIA MODULE CABLE TRAYS

3070-0105-9005/9006/9016
GAIA 147 CM. FIXED LENGTH CABLE TRAY

3 x 47 cm. module cable trays + 2 x mounting devices + 2 x connectors in black, aluminium, or white
1410 x 90 x 150 mm.

1 x 147 cm. fixed length cable tray + 2 x mounting devices in black, aluminium, or white.
1470 x 90 x 150 mm.

GAIA CABLE TRAY // The user-friendly cable tray to the modern working environment

3070-0104-9005/9006/9016
MOUNTING DEVICES

3070-0101-9005/9006/9016
CONNECTORS

2 x mounting devices to the cable trays in black,
aluminium, or white, respectively.

1 x connector to the module cable trays in black,
aluminium, or white, respectively.
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Create connectedness with the desk // There is hard-

attractive, and professionally correct solution. We

ly anything in the world that is more unpleasant than

have designed this new cable tray line with two des-

cables and wires in different colours and sizes along

ignate sub-categories: module cable trays and fixed

the edges of the desk. Additionally, these visible ca-

length cable trays.

bles affect the indoor climate, since the dust easily

The module cable tray is 47 cm., and can be con-

gets caught in the mess, where the vacuum cleaner

nected together with the enclosed connectors

cannot get access to.

depending on the demands. The cable tray is also

Fortunately, PJ Production seeks to overcome the

available in two fixed lengths, - 115 cm. and 147cm.,

issue with visible cables and wires with a simple,

if this is preferred instead of the module version.
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// Gaia cable trays

MOBILE CASSETTE.

2020-0700-9005
MOBILE CASSETTE

2020-0700-9016
MOBILE CASSETTE

Mobile cassette in black with grey felt handles
450 x 383 x 180 mm.

Mobile cassette in white with grey felt handles
450 x 383 x 180 mm.

OFFICE ACCESSORY //
MOBILE CASSETTE.
EXTRA OVER

MOBILE CASSETTE // Lucrative solution for the portable offices

2020-1200
ACRYLIC INSERT

2020-1100-9005/9016
PLASTIC INSERT

2020-0900-9005/9016
PAPER BASKET

2020-1000-9005/9016
LAPTOP HOLDER

Insert in acrylic
345 x 163 x 25 mm.

Insert in black or white
344 x 164 x 19 mm.

Paper basket in black or white
325 x 190 x 120 mm.

Holder in black or white
456 x 310 x 57 mm.

2020-0405-9005/9016
MOUNTING DEVICES

2020-0404-9005/9016
PLATE TO MOUNTING DEVICES

2020-0800-9005/9016
EXTRA PLATE

To the table in black or white
124 x 65 x 40 mm.

Plate in black or white
453 x 150 x 92 mm.

Extra plate in black or white
453 x 150 x 92 mm.
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Portable office environment // Physical and tradi-

ily be installed directly underneath the table or via

tional offices are being challenged than ever be-

mounting devices combined with plate(s) installed

fore. Office environments are getting smaller while

on the frame of the desks.

employees are expecting more flexibility on the

Besides the mobile cassette, the product line consist

workplace.

of several extra overs to complete the functionality

PJ Production have embraced the development and

and fulfil the demands. A colour-matching paper

designed this innovative mobile cassette, which suc-

basket, for instance, can be applied along the side

cesfully can be used in portable offices due to the

of the mobile cassette with an extra plate to ensure

transportable design. The mobile cassette can eas-

the ergonomically access.
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// Mobile cassette

OFFICE ACCESSORY //
MO · CUP .

MO · CUP.

4020-0103-9005
MO · CUP
MO · CUP in black
296 x 174 x 24 mm.

4020-0103-9006
MO · CUP
MO · CUP in aluminium
296 x 174 x 24 mm.

MO · CUP // The ultimate clean desk feature

Clean desk // Various of companies embrace the

Furthermore, when removing the cup from the

smaller, portable offices, including the clean desk

desk, the problem with damaged computers due to

policy, where the workplace is empty and ready for

spilled liquid, - especially coffee, will be decreased.

the next-coming working day.

The cup-holder is named: MO·CUP, because of the

PJ Production have developed a new and inno-

multifunctional design. Besides the space for an uni-

4020-0103-9016
MO · CUP

vative cup-holder that discretely can be installed

versal cup, the cup-holder has an integrated holder

underneath the desk. The cup-holder is an ideal

for a phone in the front. The phone can be charged

MO · CUP in white
296 x 174 x 24 mm.

solution for the smaller offices, since the cup-holder

while being placed in the cup-holder due to the

generate depositary removed from the desktops.

hole in the bottom of the design.
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// MO · CUP

MO · CUP // Avoid spilled coffee on the desk with our new MO·CUP
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OFFICE ACCESSORY //
SATCHEL HOOK .

5000-0000-9005
SATCHEL HOOK
Satchel hook in black
59 x 44 x 69 mm.

SATCHEL HOOK.

SATCHEL HOOK // Storage your personal belonging at your fingertips

Your personal belongings at your fingertips // The

are flowing freely on the floor and the availabil-

working environment is changing continuously, and

ity is minimised. PJ Production would like to solve

the clean desk policy is more popular than ever be-

this problem and we can proudly present our new

fore. Various of companies have chosen to integrate

satchel hook, where you can storage your person-

the clean desk policy as the customary to generate

al belongings at your fingertips. The satchel hook is

a more welcoming working environment with posi-

installed discretely underneath the desk to minimise

tive employees.

the visibility when it is not being applied. The satchel

One factor that normally gets forgotten is the stor-

hook can also be used to umbrellas or carrier bags to

age of the handbags. Most frequently the handbags

ensure that the floor is kept freely.
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// Satchel hook
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